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Social Distancing & Golf
• MGA events will begin on June 

1st, unless further government 
guidance prevents it.

• Things that could be different if 
Social Distancing guidelines are 
still in effect during an MGA 
season including the potential for:
– Reduction of printed and handed out 

materials
– Electronic scorecards
– Spread out tee times
– One person per cart
– Equipment (flagstick) modifications
– PPE for personal on-site

• The MGA will continue to follow 
all guidance from government 
authorities and will update the 
R&C Committee when we have 
more information.



2020 MGA Hard Card



Notice to Players

• Distributed to Players on 
back of Hole Locations 
Document before the 
round

• Outlines Specific Local Rules 
for day of event.

• Details exact Out of Bounds 
locations

• Includes Drop Zone 
information



2020 MGA Hard Card

• Hard Card Details
– In effect for every MGA/WGA/LIGA 

Championship and Qualifier.

– Local Rules & Terms of 
the Competition

– These could be modified 
by subsequent Notice to Players 
or Entry Forms per specific event.

– Breach of Rule – General Penalty

– Both Hard Card & Notice to Players 
take priority over course scorecard 
rules.
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Defined by the line between the course-side 
points, at ground level, of white stakes and 
fence posts. 

Where stone walls define Out of Bounds the 
wall is a Boundary Object. A ball is 
considered Out of Bounds when it comes to 
rest outside the wall. 

A ball coming to rest on or beyond a road 
defined as Out of Bounds is Out of Bounds, 
even though it may lie on another part of the 
Course that is in bounds for other holes. 
Gates in boundary fences are Integral 
Objects
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Out of Bounds
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Out of Bounds



Ground Under Repair

Defined by white lines. French drains are 
Ground Under Repair. For grass-covered 
trenching, see Temporary Power Lines and 
Cables. 

Ground Under Repair may include areas of 
unusual damage, including areas where 
spectators or other traffic has combined with 
wet conditions to affect materially the ground 
surface, but only when so declared by an 
authorized member of the Committee. 

When immediately adjacent to an Immovable 
Obstruction, such an area is part of that 
Obstruction.



Penalty Areas

When a Penalty Area is defined 
on only one side, it extends to 

infinity. 

When a Penalty Area is 
connected to the Out of Bounds 

edge, the Penalty Area extends to 
and coincides with Out of 

Bounds.

Artificial walls and pilings when 
located in Penalty Areas and 

Bunkers are Integral Objects. No 
free relief is available.
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Relief on Opposite Side of Penalty Area

When the edge of a Red Penalty 
Area coincides with the boundary 
of the course, opposite side relief 

is available as prescribed in 
Section 8 of the Committee 

Procedures. 

Model Local Rule B-2.1 is in 
effect, as amended by Model 

Local Rule B-2.2 and Clarification 
to Model Local Rule B-2.



Q & A

Lost Ball?

Ball Moved During 
Search?

Relief Area?

Online Resources?

Search Time?
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Based off feedback from you.

Address situations that you, as an 
R&C Committee Member have 

experienced on the course.

Also, address any question or 
clarification from our previous 

webinars or general rules questions.

Not just based on rules, we will also 
cover Committee Procedures at 

MGA events.

Discussion Topics



Nearest Point of Complete Relief

The reference point for taking free 
relief from an abnormal course 

condition (Rule 16.1), dangerous 
animal condition (Rule 16.2), wrong 
green (Rule 13.1f) or no play zone 

(Rules 16.1f and 17.1e) or in taking 
relief under certain Local Rules.

Notes to Remember:
1. Player must always have COMPLETE 

Relief.

2. The rule is Nearest Point of COMPLETE 
Relief, not nicest relief.



Nearest Point of Complete Relief
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If you're spotting and the ball is 
heading to a nasty spot (like the 

thick woods on Knollwood #10 on 
the right).

Should the spotter start looking 
before the player/caddie arrives or 
wait to see if they would want to 

even look for it?

Assisting in Ball Search
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Spectators are always 
welcome at MGA events.

R&C Committee Procedures
Spectators

Things to Remember:
1) No Spectator Carts

2) Stay on Cart Path or when not 
available, stay in rough

3) Stay off Putting Greens

5) May carry snacks, drinks, 
umbrellas for participants

4) Do not delay play behind group 
they are following



Committee will have a golf cart 
at all events (if available)

R&C Committee Procedures
Volunteer Cart Policies

Things to Remember:
1) Be mindful of play around you. Never 

move cart, if players are hitting

2) Never cut across fairways without triple-
checking that no one is hitting onto same 

fairway

3) Park carts away from play, ideally on cart 
path

4) When spotting, always park and spot 
from a place 30 – 40 yards further than 

what you "think is far enough away"

Special Note: Never Drive in Fescue!



Q & A

Lost Ball?

Ball Moved During 
Search?

Relief Area?

Online Resources?

Search Time?
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2020 Rules & Procedures Exam Review



R&P Exam Question #6
An MGA Official sees a spectator in a golf cart following a group. The 
spectator is observing all cart signs and is not disturbing any golfers on the 
golf course. How should the Official proceed?

a. Approach the spectator and inform them that there are no carts permitted.

b. Ask the players in the group if they know the spectator.

C. Inform the Staff-In-Charge over the radio and explain the situation.
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R&P Exam Question #12

A player’s ball comes to rest in temporary water in 
a bunker. Which of the following statements 
is FALSE regarding his free relief options?

a. The nearest point of complete relief and the relief area must be in 
the bunker.

b. The player may drop the original ball or another ball outside 
the bunker using the back-on-the-line relief option.

c. Before dropping in the bunker, the player may remove leaves and twigs 
from the relief area.
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Rule 16.1c



R&P Exam Question #13

A player approaches her tee shot that has come to rest on a 
cart path. Under Rule 16.1, she takes relief from the abnormal 
course condition. She estimates her relief area and drops a ball 
from knee-height. As she takes her stance, she notices the heel 
of her shoe is touching the cart path. She doesn’t move her 
foot and hits her next shot onto the green. How many total 
penalty strokes has she incurred?

a. 1

b. 2

c. 3
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Rule 16.1b



R&P Exam Question #16
An MGA Official is called over from a distance by a player. The player 
describes a situation in which he is unsure how to proceed. The Official is 
pretty sure that he knows what the rule is but has some doubts. The Official 
should:

a. Use his best judgment, give the player a ruling, then use his radio to inform 
the rest of the committee.

b. Ask the players to stop play for a few minutes so he can look up the correct 
ruling in the Rules Book.

c. Use the radio to ask the committee and Official in Charge (OIC) for 
assistance.
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R&P Exam Question #17
A player’s tee shot rolls down a steep slope and comes to rest against 
a boundary object. For one penalty stroke, he proceeds under Rule 19 
(Unplayable Ball). He marks the position of the ball with a tee, lifts and 
cleans the ball, and measures two club-lengths from the tee. He drops the 
ball from knee height; it lands in and comes to rest in the relief area but has 
rolled back down the slope, against the same boundary object. He re-
drops the same ball and this time the ball comes to rest higher on the slope, 
away from the boundary object. He plays the ball onto the green and takes 
two putts. What is score for the hole?

a. 4

b. 5

c. 6

d. 7
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Rule 19; Rule 14.7



Q & A

Lost Ball?

Ball Moved During 
Search?

Relief Area?

Online Resources?

Search Time?



Thank You

Rules Links

USGA Rules Resources

MGA Rules & Procedures Exam

MGA Rules Quiz

Questions
Email MGA Staff

Chris Gaffney – cgaffney@mgagolf.org

Sean Murphy – smurphy@mgagolf.org

Nick Roden – nroden@mgagolf.org
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https://www.usga.org/content/usga/home-page/rules-hub.html
https://www.mgagolf.org/content/2020-rules-procedures-exam
https://www.mgagolf.org/news/mga-rules-quiz-now-available
mailto:cgaffney@mgagolf.org
mailto:smurphy@mgagolf.org
mailto:nroden@mgagolf.org

